
Veto by Assassination? 	 by Conor Cruise O'Brien 

To Mr. Mark Lane belongs the credit of 
having been the first to raise an effective 
voice against the Warren Report at the rime 
when that shabby and shoddy document was 
still receiving the byzantine obeisances of 
the press of the United States and the Eng. 
lahapeaking world generally. Most of the 
major questions which expose the twisted 
relation between the language of the Report 
and the evidence which the Report cites 
were first raised by Mr. 1-ane. Ills honk. 
Rush to Judgment. established the teal 
character of the Warren Report as being not 
a judicial or quasi-judicial lincling but a brief 
for the prosecution against Oswald and 
Oswald alone. And his book also proves, to 
the satisfaction of anyone who reads it at-
tentively, checking an the key point, against 
the evidence cited by the Warren Commis-
lion itself, that a defense counsel of Mr. 
Lames competence would have been able to 
secure the acquittal of Lee Harvey Oswald 
(unkss the jury were hopelessly prejudiced 
by the pre-trial in the prima). 

To say this however is also to note a 
limitation in Mr. Latin% book. He writes as 
an advocate. As advocates do, he otcasion-
ally cuts corners—for example, if the lan-
guage of a witness can be construed in either 
of two ways, he construes it in the sense 
more favorable to his case. He does riot 
push this procedure to anything like the 
scandalous lengths to which die authors of 
the Warren Report itself have shown them. 
selves prepared to go. But one is always 
1.011SCIOUs that he is pretentang a case. To 
present this case, with the high professional 
skill which is hia was indeed his inestimable 
service to the public. 

Sylvia Aleagber's approach so the subject 
anaiytical, not forensic; it has been rela-

tively slow and extremely careful. As author 
of the Sublect Index to the Report and 
Bearings and Exhibits, (Scarecrow Press, 
New York, 1966). the has acquired a land-
Rarity with the tunic data which 1 believe to 
he unrivalled; certainly. as is amply demon-
strated by dm internal evidence of the Re.- 
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port itself. the authors of the Report were 
far inferior to Mrs, Meagher in their come 
mand at be data nit which they claimed to 
rely. Arcestaries After the Fart is riot a case 
against the Report but a methodical and 
exhaustive cntique of it. It would not be 
true to say that it is a cold demonstration; 
Sits :Meagher does not altogether conceal 
her entirely legitimate anger and scorn m-
4.1115 dame who perpetrated this great fraud 
upon the public, towards those who hailed 
the baud for its majestic integrity, and to-
wards those who still reserve for the Fraud 
their politic acquiescence. She also ',bewa-
red it emerges in her dedication—deep in-
dignation at the a-uelty and injustice of :he 
official world, not only towards Lee Harvey 
Oswald but towards the inconvenient wit 
nesan in the case, so many of whom were 
bullied by Comothdon CourtseL traduced in 
the Commission's Report. and subsequently 
harried its their personal lives and subjected 
to a mortality-rate millions of times higher 
than their comparable fellow-citizens. 

"Speruhillua" vs. "Fax." 
Mrs. Meagher does not conceal her feet 

Ings about these proceedings, but she keeps 
them well under control. Indeed the presence 
of strong emotion beneath her usually level 
and measured prose, gives her analysis at 
times an almost Swittian resonance. Her 
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writing is lucid and crisp, touched at times 
by a dry wit. which one feels she would 
have liked to resist but which is almost im-
posed on her by the character, at altar dy 
and ludicrous, of the Report itself as it ap-
pears when systematically compared with rise 
evidence from which it purports to derive. 
Comic effects which she may not neces-
sarily desire are elicited by the necessities of 
summarizing what the Commission's Report. 
when analyzed, is found to say, as in the 
following passage: "One day In January, 
1966. Oswald was cleaning his rifle (which 
was mailed by Klein's Sporting Goods some 
two months later in March. 1965) ..." 

Sometimes the comic effect it obtained not 
by any special use of language on Mrs. 
afeagher's pan, hot from the Commission's 
awn magisterial posture, suddenly brought 
into emitact with UDC more of the tin tacks 
lurking in its evidence. Thus the Commis-
sion indulges in the practice of labelling 
various kinds of statements, which have in 
common only that they fall into the "inoon-
',Mem" category, as "speculation.-  while 
labelling as "fact" various theses which it 
wishes to commend to the public. This is a 
porn:lure which struck awe into almost 
all the earlier commentaters on the Report 
from The New Fork Times to the New 
.Slaterman (but not into The Minority of 
Omer. 	Meagher, facts in hand. is not 
Cary ID overawe: 
Warren Commission Report: 
Sperulation: The rifle found on the sixth 
floor of the Texas Schoolbook Depository 
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was identified as a 7.65 Mouser by the man 
who found it. Deputy Constable Seymour 
Weinman. 
Mrs, afeaghees footnote; "This steadkd 
apeculation is of course a mere statement of 
known fact accepted as fact by the Com-
mission itself. The real speculation, that 
then was a substitution of rifles to incrimi-
nate fhwald, was not confronted explicitly 
by the Report:" 

it is impossible in a review to give any-
thing like an adequate impression of a book 
like this, whose task of demolition to con- 
ducted through a multitude of detailed in-
vestigations. The effect ia cumulative and 
the book should he trod in its entirety. Cer-
tain passages however stand ma, like this 
one from the chapter, "The Autopsy and 
Medical Findings": 

"Apologist, who still insist, in the face 
of all the tans, that the Commission's as. 
senions and conclusions are correct and 
honest say, in effect, that it is only innneent 
coincidence that: 
" (I) The bullet boles in the back of the 
clothe, ale too Iola. 

(2) The entrance wound is shown well 
below the neckline MI the autopsy diagram 
because of an error by Dr. J. Thornton 
Boswell which happens to correspond with 
the clothing holes rind erroneous eyewinum 
descriptions 
"(51 Federal Agents Sibert, O'Neill Hill. 
and Bennett mistakenly describe the wound 
AS Itia low and in a position corresponding 
with the clothing holm and the autopsy 
diagram. 

" (4) The chalk mark representing the site 
of entrance of a bullet if correspondingly 
law on the hack of the stand-in for die 
President tit photographs taken at the on-
site re-enactment testa of May 24, 1964. 
"(5) The Commission did not question the 
autopsy surgeon about the low mention of 
the wound when the autopsy diagram was 
admitted in evidence. 
" (6) FBI agents Sibert and O'Neill were nor 
asked to give testimony. 
"(7) The description of the wound in the 
Sitien-O'Neill report of November 26, 1963 
and in the FBI Summary and Supplemental 
Reports of December 9, 1963 and January 
IS. 1964 respectively is not mentioned in 
the Warren Report. 
-(8) All three FB/ reports are excluded 
from the Hearing..., and Exhibits. 

" (9) The autopsy photographs and X rays 
were not examined by the Warren Commis- 
sion and although they were deposited at 
the National Archive. (on October SI, 1966) 
they remain unavailable for examination by 
independent experts, researchers, or any 
other Individuals (Including government 
agents and officials). 
"(le) The Commission published photo- 
graphs of the President's clothes which do 
not show the bullet holes in the hack, al-
though it had in its possession photograph: 
which do show them 

"One can believe in innocent coincidence 
but not when it reaches epidemic propor- 
arms and works persistently in lovor of the 
Commissions fixed lone-assassin thesis. I 

ran more readily accept as innocent coimi. 
deuce some of the evidence which appears to 
incriminate the acccued—a man who had 
no counsel or experts liar his defense, in 
life tar in death, while the Commission that 
convicted him had unlimited government 
resources at its command, yet stands in-
mminated by deceit and falsehood, in letter 
and spirit.-  

Here as elsewhere Mrs. Meagher docu-
ments what die says. Indeed one of the many 
merits of her book if the inclusion of a 
number nl key verbatim recasts front the 
evidence (where other commentatort and 
the Commission itself rely much more heavi-

ly nn summaries, Ming references only). 

The Eannitre of Coincidence 
In the days before the publication of the 

lane and Epstein books it was still ma- 
tomboy to hail the Warren Report as a 
intanithiesital achievement. (Mrs. Meagher, 
whose proofreading is unnetintea rut up to 
her Own exacting standards of accmtary, 
says "momumental". happy error which has 
allowed this spendldly Thurberian word to 
become extend) Since the inroads of Lane 
and Epstein, apologists for the Report (in-
cluding Commission counsel), have natural 
ly been obliged to take a different Une. The 
Report. it now appears. is of coarse full tel 
errors. How could it be otherwise given the 
speed at which Commission counsel were 
obliged in the public interest to work? It 
can he faidtrti almost infutitely itt detalL 
but this makes no real difference (It is 
migrated) site the conclusion to which 
it lurched wan so essentially right. This pact- 
don is quite as untenable as the earlier 
monumental one, since the fact is that the 
main thesis which the Commission went to 
such pains to establish—the "lone assassin" 
theory—has not stood up to the detailed 
analysis to which the Report and evidence 
have by now been subjected. No one with 
any regard for evidence can read Acct* ories 
Alter the Fort and then consider the "Irate 
assassin" theory to be anything better than 
improbable. And if we on no longer force 
ourselves to accept the "lone assassin" 
theory, then we are left with only two pas-
aibilities, either: 

et) There was a conspiracy to murder the 
President of the United States or 

(b) there were two or more ill-adjusted 
personalities simultaneously biasing away at 
the President on the Fatal day in blissful 
ignorance of one another's- existence. 

Those who are obliged to relinquish the 
Conunission's lone assassin, with his miracu-
lous marksmanship, prodigious timing and 
venntile bullet. and who are, at the same 
time. determined to avoid the conspiracy 
contauston, with its dreadful implications. 
will eventually be constrained to adopt 
Ityjnithetis (b), with its plurality of tour. 
demo monads. Why not? Once we accept 
what the official theory of the awartinadon 
requires us to accept—that the laws of 
probability have hems suspended in Dallas. 
Texas--then hypothesis (b) will do as well 
as another. The "Texas is a violent place" 
Cliche has after all been enough to satisfy 
many minds about what otherwise might 
seem an extraordinary incidence of violent 
death among the inconvenient witnesses.  

(Mrs. Meagher's Chapter 16, "Death and 
Misadventure,") The same cliche could, if 
necessary, be invoked to make a tltaiihali-
city of autonomuus assassins seem plausible 
in this peculiar locality. 

Those who have been obliged to acknowl-
edge the infirm:Om of the Warren Report 
often fall back on what it condom them 
as think of as its honesty. These good men 
may have been mistaken, it u argued, but 
their mistakes were firmest mistalms This 
hypothesis adds further dimensions to the 
already vast empire which coincidence has 
acquired under the auspices of Earl Warren. 
For these honest mistakes cluster statistically 
in a very odd way. The misrepresentations 
of evidence of which the Report vu largely 
"maims all tend in the same direction: to-
wards confirming the verity of the doctrine 
promulgated by the Dallas District Attorney 
on the tight of the assassination—the doc-
trine lila, it was Oswald and -Ito one else 
but him."  The mistakes which have accu-
mulated so consistently in this direction in-
clude one very strange achievement in the 
field of sincere bungling: what J. Edgar 
Hoover now calls ''the printing error-  as 
a result of which names SI4 and 315 of the 
Zapruder film are transposed in the evidence 
as published by the Commission. These arc 
the frames whiCh come lust after the impact 
of the fatal bullet. recanted on frame 315. 
As Mn. alenher says, "the subsequent 
names assume vital importance because they 
iodinate the physical reaction to the impact 
of die head shot, which in turn throws light 
on the directitun finm which the bullet 
Caine." Mrs. afeagber  , who has seen this rd. some 25 vines. speaks of other research-
er' who have viewed the film and Lays: 
"Without exception or hesitation each of 
the viewers has corroborated the dramatic 
thrust of the Prendenes body back and to 
the left w Mei/than to the bullet that hit 
his head in frame 513."  This is evidence 
that—to say the least of it--would need to 
he carefully weighed in umndering whether 
then could have been more than one SAMs 
sin; the Commission's version of course re-
quires the fatal bullet which seems to have 
throwtt the President back, to have dame 
from behind. No reader of the Wars-en 
Report would suppose that this is what the 
film allows; that is the reader's aWaterieli, 
likely to be heightened by a prelencatinn of 
exhibit which reverses the order of the two 
most crucial frames alter the impact. The 
Report itself, while a Millie of information 
on such subjects as Ruby's mother and 
Manna Oswairl's uncle. does not think it 
'accessary to show the frames of the film of 
the assartination except Ins frame 513, the 
impact itself; even in the copious Exhibits 
volumes, the impruder film, exhibit 885. is 
not presented in its entirety, and what is 
presented suffers (ram this unfortunate error 
in sequence. Hoover's theory of "printer's 
errnr" is hardly plausible unless we are to 
assume that the printer, of the Report were 
left to assemble the frames in the order of 
their choice and caption them as they found 
convenient-) 

A New herestlemlun 
Mn, Meagher's careful and formidable 

hook will make it mote difficult than before 
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to resist the demand which she here reiter-
aree for a new investigation: 

The new investigative body should Mat 
Mina the evidence against Oswald presented 
in the Warren Report and the Hearings and 

and protein an objective and scien-
cific evaluation of that evidence so dui the 
ambiguity about his role 14 the assanination 
will, if possible, be diapelltd. The new body 
must also be given acres, to the suppressed 
documents of the Warren Commisaion. The 
75•year time vault must be opened and ha 
rromenn muss be put before the new hotly 
—and, at the appropriate tlialUent, before 
the-public, within our lifetime. The leads 
and clues which were not lollowed op by 
the Warren Giuumbsinn, ar which were in-
completely investigated. now JILUIE be pur-
sued with vigor. by independent iteuessigo-

Soo and not by the governmental agencies 
campromised by their role in the protection 
of the murdered President." 

There are dime who think that a new in-
vestigation would be it watt of One. Such 
persons are to be found not only among 
those who roll profess therriselen more or 
lens satisfied with the Warren Report but 
among people who are quite prepared to 
muerte that the Warren Report is is tissue 
of lies. Such people. who often like it to be 
'apposed that they are ,engaged in some 
mysterious and momentout activity tars the 
far Left, regard the effort to reopen the 
Kennedy inquiry as a typical liberal tend-
saving idea, tending to disarna attention 
front the real issue, such as the war io Viet-
nam. (Conaway the same people. in other 
contexts, are apt to argue that prottits 
against the war in Vietnam are themselves 
an attempt to distract attentionfrom the 
real blues, and no on.'t It is necessary there-
fore to emphasise that the reopening of the 
inquiry into the murder of the president 
a metier, not only of Amon justice and 
truth, but of die lint political importance. 
The people who went to mch pains to cons 
struce and preeent as authoritative the Hilary 
and improbable "lone assassin" theory did 
so because the prohabilities pointed to COlt• 
.piracy and because the idea at enturpirary 
was politically unacceptable, both to Gold-
water Republicans and to Johnson Demo-
crats. Both had excellent reasons connected 
with the tatenan of riginoving 
Birchile and other, anti with the squalid 
violence of the Texas underworld, for ex-
cluding any conspiracy theory. One might 
think that the mere existence of such 

noistances, and the implausibility of the 
err-neaten which they have created, would 
noun among politirallyaninded people-. op-
posed ID the Menu repenented by Johann: 
and Goldwater, a drain to probe Into the 
facts or, failing that, at least a willingness 
to hear those who hone been doing the prob-
ing. Genendly speaking, this has not been 
the cue up to now. We may hope that this 
hook will provide the occalion for a realness-
mem. 

Political romans liar a reassessment are 
suggested by the hypothesis--it Is n43 more 
than that—which Mrs. Meagher presents in 
an attempt us explain in particular the 
curious incidents which seem to point to 
"dellhrnite and informed impersonation" 
(the "second Oswald" question) 

11 

"All that threads tan be combined in a 
web that covets the terrible and unlathom. 
able events of November 22•24. 1963. The 
nucleus orosists of reactionary Cuban exiles 
who have compiled a record of violence in 
their liens country, ranging from attitekr, 
with bicycle chains and afolotov cocktails 
on peacefully assembled American damns, 
to a bazooka attack on the United Nations 
building: these Cuban counterrevolution. 
arks are linked to the American ultra-eight 
by many mutual iuterens, not the lent of 
which WAS a hatred for President Kennedy 
kept at the Ironing point by systematic pro-
paganda from, among others. fanner Ameri-
can army officers. 

"le it far-fetched to postulate the formation 
of a plot among members of those circles to 
revenge themselves non only against the 
President whom they tomidered a COMMU. 
Mst and a traitor but also against a Marxist 
and suepected doubleagent who had tried 
to infiltrate the and•Casent mavement?" 

(Mrs. Meagher admire that this hypothe 
'Unmet very clan to that which Mr, Gannon 
is exploring in New Orleans but the does not 
approve his investigation and declares "seri. 
nue misgivinga about the validity of his 
evidence, the credibility of his witneues and 
the scruptdoitanese of 143 methods.") 

Politer And Aauseiontion 
Any station' invoitigation mull at Mrs. 

Meagher demands must explore hypotheses 
of this character instead of looking studiously 
away from them as the Warren Commixtion 
did. It h not merely firs the lainorind record 
that this is necessary. If indeed a conspiracy 
of this kind did kill Kennedy, then a 
future Pm/Went who incurred the displeasure 
of the LIME or similar circles would he likely 
to meet the name fate. To take it specific 
hypothetical example, if Rockefeller were 
to become President next year, with Reagan 
as bin Vice president, and ti President Rock. 
getter were to decide to move in the dime 
non of withdraw) from Vietnam, these would 
certainly he superouscrices who would re-
gard him as a traitor for this and who would 
deem it both meritorious and politically 
useful to remove him, opening the way for 
Preatdeta Reagan and so, presumably, for 
policies areeptable to the far Right, Thin 
6 indeed to obvious that it would be a brave 
Prnitiential candidate who would be prepar-
ed in accept Reagan as his running Mete. 

The conspiracy hypothesis about Kennedy's 
death is probable; if is is torten, then there 
are people in existence who paeans the ex 
perk-nee of having mounted a anaemia] 
assassinadan emulating with impunity, prob-
ably with complicity from inside several 
law-enforcement agencies and certainly with 
distinguished "accessories after the fact" 
in the persona of the Warren Commission 
and their mama 

If this 6 JO then the American Right will 
have acquired a Lind of Vela by liarallitial:1011 
over future American policy. Once dm "lone 
amino" theory of Kennedy's death has been 
diereredited—and It is thoroughly discredited 
in this hark--eaten veto by assurination 
becomes more than a possibility. it becomes 
a probability. And it is the existence of this 
probability. affecting not ouriely the past 
hut also the present and future, that makes 

it urgently necessary to call far a serious and 
independent investigation into the assassins. 
Non of President Kennedy. If the man who 
became President through that aesmatientron 
still, after this book, ammo to maintain the 
fiction that there has already been a tenons 
investigation into the aaansioation, then it 
is time for lathers to give a had in this 
matter. It it from to late President's Senator• 
ial brothers that that lead would most fit-
tingly tome. 

POSTSCRIPT: It has become mummery 
for the member' of the Comminion and their 
apologists to dismiss each new inroad into 
the credibility of cheer creation by observing 
chat the new work contains "no new evi-
dence." in a manner which is wholly chars 
acteristic of the Commission. this evades the 
main issue, which is that the Commission, 
ins been shown to be unfaithful to the old 
evidence on which it claimed to rely. But the 
point has now been reached where they will 
be forced to admit that very significant new 
evidence has also come to light. Mrs. 
Meagher cites this in a footnote to Chapter 
3 of her book: 

A truly startling piece ed new information 
Dim. It light early In 1767 when the Miami 
Police Department released a tape-rerorded 
enovermium between a pollen informer and 
an unidmaifird man who was an organiser 
for a reactionary ibao_xationist political party. 
On November 5. 1969. this man "said that 
plan to kill the President wen in the anaski, 
lie said Kennedy would Ire Mot with a high-
powered ride train an office building, and he 
mid that the gun would be rileareembletL taken 
into the building, aseembled. and :hen used 
for Mania.' He said aim, and this must 
Jolter any objective student of the Oswald 
ease: 'They will pick up tomefinely within 
hours afterwards 	 Ind in threw the 
public off." 
The tape•reconling of this November 9, 1961 
rolivereati011 war given to the Secret Service 
tonmediataty, and when she ttraident aroma 
Miami no November 16 "polks trodfigence 
Joe* extraordinary &rep to guard the Presi-
dent's life. They horned that he anandou 
tie plan to take a motorcade horn the air-
port to downtown. They put him on a hell. 
copier histemi," Mal harry, "Auassination 
Idea raped Two Week, Before Tn. was 
Killed," Miami News, February 2. lan. page 
IA, cob. 47 and page 6A, cola I-6) (Italics 
added). 
With a rentable blueprint of the amasalnatima 
in hand. the Secret Service proceeded to 
arrange fist Presidential protection in Dallas 
without taking ame apparent procaudan" 
directed to the plan described In the taped 
Danverrati011. The tape undoubtedly was tab. 
milted by the Miami Secret lervire Ofke so 
the Protective Research Section in Washing-
ton: bus the Special Agents lespenisihle for 
the advance planning of she Dail. trip and 
for the ?noir:lona safety dating, the vidt, In 
their testimony before the Warren Commis. 
non, never mentioned the tape In relation to 
the Presidential vides in either Miami or 
Dallas. The FBI, which picked up and tines. 
rimed she unidentified man Alit mot after 
the sissarthatinn. also remained silent about 
the tape In madman, before the Commisainni 
and if a written tepart was tranamilmil, it 
dots not appear in the Exhibit', (Ibid.) 
To dismiss this extraordinary advance demeip.. 
tinn and warning of the tragedy ;Mind out 
two week. War in Dallas al Mere coincident 
noires nothing lean than a complete suepen• 
non of critics! mdiement. 
Such suspension 6 the feat required of 

those who continue to resist a new Monti. 
Ration into what took plane in Dallas on 
November 22. 1963. 

   



--from the publisher, and the Book Clubs 
to the critics and The New York Times ten
virwere—that William Styton's CnufeatiOnt 
of Nat Turner. a rich and ripe if nor fruity 
product of the Plantation Schaal of Southern 
Liberals. Is to be the book of the year. By 
the Plantation Sehnol of Southern Liberals 
1 mean thole northernized Southeroers who 
claim that they alone know "their Negros."  
who cannot be known by any Northern 
Abolitionist, as Styron implied, Or God for. 
bid, by any In.tck American Radical, such 
as those militants who are now continuing 
Nat Turner's wart, No, only a Virginia 
gentleman who has grown up with the South. 
ern Negro and who speaks his language 
can dare to penetrate nit servile heart . 

styrnn't central view of Southern Negro 
slave: reminds me dimly of Faulkner's drunk-
en utterances that 'this boys" would die in 
the streets with him in order to defend 
Southern freedom it reminds me of the 
"Captain-Colonel"  Tate, with his Civil War 

whom I grew up with: it reminds me of 
Robert Penn Warren's insufferable effinntery 
In publishing a book railed Whn Speak/ 
For The Negnal Well. at least we know they 
don't, this whole group of Southern agrao 
Lam, romantics, expatriates and "revision• 
ist historians"  of the Civil War epoch who 
have taken on the "burden"  of reinterpreting 
Southern history--the burden, that is, of 
interpreting the Negro to the Ignorant North-
ern mind, or even to the ignorant northern 
Negro inind. 

1 suspect the Strum-Nat Turner book 
may be an even bigger arandai than the 
Herzog-Saul Bellow book—excuse me, the 
Saul Bellow-Herzng book. Our Literature is 
now composed of synthetic Jews and syn-
thetic Negroes. Alas, official American cul-
ture during the Cold War period has offered 
ux only a series of suds scandals, And even 
with the advent of the new group of radical 
revisionist hlatoriens, and of such revolts' 
donuts/ black American writers as Malcolm 
X or the talented young Eldridge Cleaver—
will It ever really end? Will things really be 
any better when the Ford Foundation taken 
over the financing of the Congress of Cul-
tural Freedom, which has stow modestly 
changed Its triune to the "Association for 
Cultural Freerhsto, But then I am wrong. 
Some things have changed, like names and 
titles and the faceless officials who manipu-
late all this. When the year of revelations 
has ended, and the upheavals have subsided. 
and the dust has settled down again on the 
maitmlithie structure of contemporary Alahar-
i■Art culture, we will have a whole new set 
of literary magazines with such names as: 
Confrontation, The Old 1..eader, The Par-
tial lievrem. The Spy, Der Tag, Dugouts 
(formerly called Ramparts—the only one 
of these magazines to be directly subsidised 
by the CIA), and Crematory. 

PEACE DESIONNTRATORS USED 
'TEAR GAS 

From a Washington dispatch describing 
a peace demonstration in front of the Penta-
gon, in The New York Times of October 22, 
1967: 

"Several rear gas =mums exploded out-
side the building at various Mines. The De 
Ferree Department announced that the Army 
had nut used Mae gas at any time and 
charged that the demartoraums did-"  

31 (AND NODE) NATIONS ASSISTING 
IN VIETNAM 

From a US. Department of State release 
model. "Free World Assistance to Viet. 
Nam (as of October 1. 1967)": 

"Thirty-one nations  besides the United 
States am assisting Vict-Nam under the Free 
World Anistante Program. Six other mum 
tries not considered part of the FWA pro 
gram and the United Nations also Mist, 
and promises of help have come from three 
other nation." 

Dauirit . . 

A UPI dispatch from Washington tat No 
vember 4, 1967: 

"Ambassador at Large W. Averell Ilanci-
mau predicted today that the Soviet Union 
will he ready one day to discuss with the 
United States 'bow we ear, both protect our• 
selves against China's initlear capabilities.' 

"The 75-yearadd atatunen said In an in-
terview that he thought the Kremlin was 

any much concerned'  shout Peking's  mu-
dear progress and that this was a principal 
1[11011 why the Soviet Union was anxious 
ID get agreement an a ',may to prevent the 
spread of nuclear weapons. 

"With such an agreernmar, lie mid, 'We 
will be in the name boat and autornadoally 
Inc able no bring some kind of pressure on 
Peking.' " 

WELL, ANOTHER CASE OF 
MISTAKEN IDENTITY 

From a letter-to--61w in The New 
York Tunes of October 26, 1967: 

"lf the Pentagon  On deny the one of tear 
gas, in the fare of thousands of witnesses, 
by boom one mile from the nation's tapind, 
it Is dear that we are well past the paint 
where we can accept what the Government 
calls truth 10.066 miles away." 

ASSISTANCE THAT DOES NOT ASSIST 
From a Washington dispatch in The New 

York Times of Nov. 1, 1967: 

"Senator Fullaright . . . contended that 
many commies cited , were profiting more 
from the war than they were contributing in 
aid, that some were contributing only token 
lattha Ea. that others had given up making 
tnnurtlaminna and that in other eases their 
aid no South Vietnam was fat exceeded by 
their trade with North Vietnam. 

"For example. he said, 13 of the aunties 
mentioned by the State Department have 
each given only 526,000 or less over the last 
two yeal. 

"Brazil. Ecuador. Greece. Guatemala, Laos, 
Liberia. Luxembourg, Turkey, Uruguay and 
Venezuela. while they have contributed eco-
nomic aid in the past. 'hove not given one 
tingle dollar in 19E7.'  he said, 

"japan. he tuned, has given South Viet-
nam $2.2.million in aid sane iPen while in 
has profiled from exports $138-million so 
South Vietnam in 1966 alone. 

"Furthermore. he said in a statement on 
the Senate floor. japan's trade with North 
Vietnam, as well as that of Italy, New Zea-
land the Netherlands and Britain. far ex-
ceed their assistance to South Vietnam." 

From the lead-editorial, "The Anti-ai-
sle:5e Alliance: USA., USSR, India," in the 
November 1967 fame of this publication: 

"Not only is the Arneriea.n escalation of 
the Vietnam war unilateral, hot even the 
incomplete public knowledge of the develop-
inn AmericamSoviet relation!. Suffices for 
discerning ever wider areas of anti Chinese 
coordinatiOn. This is reflected not only in 
Moscow's sudden and far reach-tug canoes. 
stone with regard to a =ray against the 
praliferation of nuclear arms, but even more 
to in efforts, obviously under way, to bassoon. 
lee Amerman and Russian domestic and• 
missile defenses. The purpose is for the 
respective defenses to be directed only 
against China, without changing the peeved-
ing strategic balance between the USA and 
the USSR themselves" 

The Lie Detector 
THE LIAR'S Ala$ENTMINDEDNESS lb A BLESSING; IT OFTEN LEADS US TO THE TRUTH 

FROM OUR "WE TOLD YOU SO" DEPARTMENT 
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